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Auto-suggest Query Refinement Using N-best Alternative Homophones 
ABSTRACT 
Automatic speech recognizer software (ASR), e.g., as implemented in voice-activated 
virtual assistants or other applications, is prone to conflating words that sound similar 
(homophones). Keyboard-style corrections, e.g., based on the edit-distance of transcribed words, 
are suboptimal in the presence of such transcription errors. This disclosure describes techniques 
that predict the N-best speech-to-text transcription alternatives for a given word, wherein the 
suggested replacements are based on homophones or words with similar sounds. The techniques 
can be used in any context where automatic speech recognition is used, e.g., to enable correction 
of commands provided to a virtual assistant, to modify transcribed speech, etc. 
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BACKGROUND 
Automatic speech recognizer software (ASR), e.g., as implemented in voice-activated 
virtual assistants or other applications, is prone to conflating words that sound similar 
(homophones), e.g., “flour” and “flower,” or “meat” and “meet.” Keyboard auto-completion, 
e.g., in software keyboards provided on touchscreen or gesture operated devices, is based on edit 
distance, e.g., on the proximity of related letters that might have been entered erroneously. For 
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example, due to the proximity of “f” and “g” on the keyboard, auto-complete software might 
consider the words “flower” and “glower” to be similar, even though these two words aren’t 
homophones, have very different meanings, and are unlikely to be mistakenly used for each 
other. ASR correction based on edit distance can therefore be suboptimal.  
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes techniques that predict the N-best speech-to-text transcription 
alternatives for a given word, wherein the suggested replacements are based on homophones. 
Given speech criteria, the techniques predict an N-best set of candidates and surface those 
alternatives within a user interface (UI) in the context of a user interaction, e.g., tap, speech, etc.  
 
Fig. 1: Surfacing homophone-based alternatives using tap-to-correct 
  Fig. 1 illustrates an example of homophone-based alternatives being surfaced using tap-
to-correct. Using speech, a user queries a virtual assistant, “show me pictures of Wales.” The 
virtual assistant mistranscribes the last word of the query, such that it interprets the query to be 
“show me pictures of whales” (102) and displays pictures of whales. It is important to note that 
a Wales→whales type mistranscription is unlikely to be automatically flagged as such, since the 
alternatives (Wales and whales) are homophones and are reasonable query-completions.  
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To indicate mistranscription, the user selects the mistranscribed word by tapping on it 
(pink circle), and a keyboard appears with homophonic alternative suggestions “hails,” “Wales,” 
and “wails” (104). The user selects “Wales” as the correct alternative, and the results are updated 
to show an image of the geographic region known as Wales (106). The appearance of the 
keyboard upon the selection of a mistranscribed word expands accessibility, e.g., for individuals 
with speech difficulty. Unlike typical keyboard/text replacement, the techniques select 
alternative word replacements based on audible sound spaces and can make text selections and 
suggestions that span multiple words. For example, “to get her” and “together” are phonetically 
similar and can be candidate replacements for each other. In some cases, sounds differentiating 
words may not be enunciated, e.g., the "h" in “when” versus “win.” 
 
Fig. 2: Correcting transcription errors using homophone-based alternatives 
 Fig. 2 illustrates utilizing homophone-based alternatives to enable corrections via speech 
input. The user issues a spoken query (202) “show me photos of w?ales,” where it is unclear if 
the last word in the query is “whales” or “Wales.” The last word is transcribed as “whales,” and 
photos of whales are displayed. The Wales→whales mistranscription remains unflagged, since 
the alternatives (Wales and whales) are homophones and reasonable query-completions.  
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The user provides speech input to correct the query (204) by saying, e.g., “No, not that 
one,” “No, not those,” “Wales not Whales,” or another correction phrase. The correction phrase 
causes a pivot to the part of the query that has the most uncertainty (whales | Wales). The 
second-best alternative (in this case, Wales) is selected, and an image of the geographic region 
known as Wales is displayed (206). If the user says “No, w?ales not w?ales” in a way that the 
ASR doesn't correctly identify the adjustment, the sequence of N-best scores can be used to 
select the next-best result in the set. (e.g., 1: whales, 2: Wales, 3:wails, 4:hails, 5:Willis, etc.). 
Surfacing homophone-based alternatives using speak-to-correct expands accessibility, e.g., for 
individuals that have difficulties using the keyboard.  
 
Fig. 3: Since a majority of homophones have only two associated words, ASR correction 
can be done by simple toggling of the top homophones 
 As illustrated in Fig. 3, since only about 10% of homophones have more than two 
associated words, a good degree of ASR correction can be achieved by simply toggling the top 
homophone alternatives. 
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Fig. 4: Tapping to surface N-best options 
  Fig. 4 illustrates another example of tapping to surface N-best homophone-based options, 
in the context of a user providing dictation that is transcribed automatically. As mentioned 
earlier, the N-best alternative options can be surfaced even if the confidence in the transcription 
is high, e.g., if the transcription is not flagged as a possible error.  
 
Fig. 5: Trigger-on-tap and lead-with-speak (or spell) transcription 
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 Fig. 5 illustrates a sign-up form being filled up using a combination of tapping and 
transcription. The user fills up an empty form (Fig. 5(a)) using speech input to obtain a partially 
filled form (Fig. 5(b)). She taps an as-yet-unfilled field and spells out the input (Fig. 5(c)) to 
obtain a fully-filled form (Fig. 5(d)). In this example, the user taps to trigger the activation of a 
field but speaks to fill the field. 
 
Fig. 6: Tap to pull up a keyboard 
 Fig. 6 illustrates an example mechanism by which a user can tap a feature on the screen 
(Fig 6(a)) to pull up a keyboard (Fig. 6(b)). 
 
Fig. 7: Automatic surfacing of disambiguation options when a transcription has low 
confidence 
 In case of low confidence in the transcribed text, disambiguation options can be 
automatically presented, as illustrated in Fig. 7. 
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 Additional applications of the described techniques for query refinement using N-best 
alternative homophones include automatic search-phrase refinement for result diversification and 
search pivoting. 
 Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user 
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs or features described herein may 
enable collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s speech/text input, 
commands, or a user’s preferences), and if the user is sent content or communications from a 
server. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or more ways before it is stored or used, so 
that personally identifiable information is removed. For example, a user’s identity may be treated 
so that no personally identifiable information can be determined for the user, or a user’s 
geographic location may be generalized where location information is obtained (such as to a city, 
ZIP code, or state level), so that a particular location of a user cannot be determined. Thus, the 
user may have control over what information is collected about the user, how that information is 
used, and what information is provided to the user. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes techniques that predict the N-best speech-to-text transcription 
alternatives for a given word, wherein the suggested replacements are based on homophones or 
words with similar sounds. The techniques can be used in any context where automatic speech 
recognition is used, e.g., to enable correction of commands provided to a virtual assistant, to 
modify transcribed speech, etc. 
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